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What is taught at the Unification Church is to bring Satan before God and to accuse him. Learn it and 

what will you do? After withdrawing this, God is originally his parent. It's your own parents. As a result 

of our fall, we don't know how cruel or orphans have been living in history until now. When we think 

about the past, we are destined to return to God with a heart of really unfair thoughts, a wish of a heart 

that comes back when we feel sorry for God, and this is human. 

 

Thus, it becomes necessary to be reborn around the heart of God. It is the Lord of the Second Coming 

who solves this fate of being born again. 

 

Humans were originally born to the parents of the entity, so the parents were false parents, but they were 

born through the entity. On the other hand, our reality cannot be resurrected without the parents who 

stand in the position of good and good parents. You cannot be reborn and change. From there, it is 

necessary to set the condition of being born again on the condition of standing in front of parents, in 

which all points according to various grips can be forgiven and stand in a good position. In other words, 

with a relationship like grafting, you will be resurrected. Okay? Grafting? So I cut it off. 

 

To grafting, you have to cut off all the stems you have grown up to now. I'm not cutting any branches, 

this should cut off the root. It's new, you have to cut off the root so that there aren't any buds. Thus, it cuts 

down the big tree and receives small buds. It means receiving. There is nothing really foolish to see this 

from the average person that the average person does not know. Considering that small sprout more 



 

 

precious than a large tree that has been thrown away from it, it must be pulled and absorbed with 100% 

vitality. If that doesn't happen, the people living in this world have to go through the process of fate, 

where grapes cannot become a vine, or a persimmon tree cannot become a persimmon tree. 

 

If that happens, you are the same. Where can I cut you guys? I have to cut it. Cut where? Cut down? 

Where are you cutting down? Cut the bottom, cut the bottom, what can't be cut? Cut off the legs and feet? 

Where should a person cut it? Where do you guys want to cut it off? Cut it out! The head is the problem. 

Humans work with orders from their heads. With these eyes, eyes, sees, hears, and smells, and then eats, 

and degenerates. Cut it off, cut it, cut it, cut it, cut it, cut it, it dies. I kept eating and dying. Resurrection 

can't be resurrected unless you die, right? You cannot resurrect unless you die once. Resurrection means 

resurrection because the dead have risen again. The living one, what? Resurrection? Humans are dead. So 

it will be cut anyway. If it is cut, will it be cut in Japanese? Or is it cut off with a wooden knife? If it's cut 

anyway, it's nice to have a Japanese cut, cut it off at once. What if I made a wooden knife and cut the 

wood? uh? how? What about you guys? If your fate is cut anyway, isn't it good to cut Japanese roads or 

Japanese roads? Without any regrets, cut it off at once, if not, this is not real, you are now heading for a 

new resurrection path, returning home to your parents. I'm standing on my way back home. Anyway, this 

existence must be resolved. It's a miserable fate. It drove out our parents, their beloved father, and the one 

who drove out has become the one who embraced and begot his mother. You have become such an 

unrecognized entity in any world. That's the executive. False parents. Ah-considering this, This is 

irresistible when I consider that I have been obediently obeying a man who has driven out my beloved 

father and has not been recognized in any world in which he bore my mother and my mother in such a 

way. Cut off these veins in a pleasant way. Know? (Yes). Cut it off! (Yes). So what if I cut it off? You're 

completely out of value! Completely gone. Then I go to college and study what and what. Let's do this. 

Let's do that. Does the person who was cut think that way? think? (I don't think). I can't think. I can't help 

but stay still. The human figure who should have authority has become this way. As a result of planting 

false love, the wind of false love is blowing around the world over youth issues. 

 

The phenomenon of falling under the tree is connected worldwide. Because I planted it that way, I got 

such a habit. This is the phenomenon. Okay? (Yes). Know? (Yes). this! Cut it out. This love is Satan's 

weapon. This ugly, this miserable human habit. Let's take away the weapon that Satan intends to 

fundamentally destroy humanity for its purpose. Know? (Yes). 

 

The young man is puffed up and says what he is saying, so be careful! I won't do it! It is dance snake 

dance of such temptation. It becomes such a dance in puberty. Not what snakes do. Some of you may 

have done such a dance. When you look at your face, you have a sign like that. How do we do that? 

(Palace). Cut it out. So, let's destroy Satan forever and create a right of destruction with such a person 

who has escaped the path of wrongdoing in the world. We have to completely occupy this. From now on 

you have come to learn how to capture it and how to do it. Knowing how to take over, what to do, first 

resurrect yourself and then return to your hometown. Since we will return to our original hometown, we 

will meet the original good parents, connect the parents' pedigree relationship, and meet God, and how 

great will the joy at that time be? 

 

This is entering a world of glory where no happiness or success has been reached on earth. Thus, in a 

world of infinite glory, according to God's eternal love, it is the mission of man to live in that world of joy 

that we must live in, the world of all peoples, brothers and sisters in the world of peace, with God as their 

parents as the center. The Unification Church was born into this world to think about it and fulfill its 

purpose! When you think about it, I ask you to do your best at this retreat because you have come to a 

good place. got it? (Yes). And let's resurrect and return to our hometown with the teacher. (Yes). 


